
   
               Gun Free Kitchen Tables 

We don't know who she is, but we know we can save her life 
 

February 11, 2014 

Dear friends and supporters, 

 

We’re excited to send you this third annual report on the work of Gun Free 

Kitchen Tables, which is warmly housed by the Isha L’Isha Feminist Center.  

 

2013 has been both terrible and momentous. It has been a terrible, record year 

in terms of the number of murders of innocents with security guards’ arms. For 

the first time, however, these murders were immediately identified by media 

and the public as preventable but un-prevented results of government gun 

policies and of privatized “security.” This recognition resulted, directly, from 

the cumulative efforts and effects of the Gun Free Kitchen Tables Campaign 

over the preceding two years. 

 

Accordingly, 2013 has also been a momentous, record year in terms of policy 

change and disarmament in Israel/Palestine. The private security guard industry 

is both shrinking and subject to unprecedented oversight. No less remarkable, 

thousands of security guards’ after-duty guns have been removed from guards’ 

homes. This process has been accompanied by an emerging shift in public 

discourse on arms and on security, truly a major development. 

 

Your abiding interest and support, whether as individuals or organizations, 

remain extremely meaningful and vital to us. We feel privileged and deeply 

thankful to be able to draw on your knowledge and commitment, your networks 

and resources.  

 

Sincerely, 

Co-Founders & Co-Coordinators Smadar Ben Natan & Rela Mazali 
 

 
GFKT Co-Coordinators, Rela Mazali & Smadar Ben Natan, 

interviewed in Maariv and on TV Channel 10 News, respectively; 

Rela’s photograph: Yossi Aloni, Maariv  
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Gun Free Kitchen Tables Activity Report 
January-December 2013 

 

 

Thousands of homes disarmed, shrinking private security sector: 
 

 
 

Ministry of Public Security, July 2013:  
New directives on storing security guards’ guns after duty, page 1 
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2013 GFKT Milestones & Headlines 
 

Persistent GFKT letters and GFKT appearances in parliament and in 
mainstream media compelled the attention of top executives, including the 
Minister of Public Security, the Chair of the Knesset Internal Affairs and 
Environment Committee, the Head of the Firearms Section at the Ministry 
of Public Security, the State Comptroller, the Forum of Women Knesset 
Members and top police officials. 
 
Sixty-nine media items featured Gun Free Kitchen Tables as an expert 
source throughout 2013 including 16 appearances on commercial TV, 9 on 
commercial radio, 30 articles in commercial Hebrew press, an appearance 
in the LA Times. 
 
Arms instructor reprimanded by the Ministry of Public Security for 
unacceptable, unprofessional and dangerous post citing the GFKT 
Facebook page – December 1, 2013 
 
Gun Free Kitchen Tables activists present expert opinions at three 
meetings of the Knesset Internal Affairs and Environment Committee and 
at the Knesset Committee on the Status of Women and Gender Equality.  
 
GFKT letter informs members of the incoming Knesset of the ongoing, 
lethal breach of Clause 10c of the Firearms Act, of the gendered 
implications of this breach and of a dangerous data lack of gun crime data 
– April 11, 2013. 
 
“Potpourri” Facebook campaign raises membership of GFKT Facebook 
page to over 1000 with over twenty thousand viewing GFKT posts and 
hundreds discussing them; Followers of the GFKT Twitter account reached 
210 and counting, with frequent re-tweets – March, April 2013. 
 
 

 
Thousands of homes disarmed: 

As of August 27th, new directives instruct security guard firms  
to store thousands of guards’ firearms at work sites. 

 

 
 
GFKT letters to top executives & legislators reiterate previous warnings 
against overturn of Clause 10c by prospective “Security Services Bill.”  

 
GFKT intensified co-work with several partner groups of the multi-
organizational GFKT Campaign and collaborated with additional sister-
organizations on activism against gender-based violence. 

 
Artwork & Photograph: Shani Mazali 
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 2013 GFKT Milestones & Headlines 
 

 

 
Five preventable murders with security guards’ off-duty guns, 

once again stressed the urgency of Gun Free Kitchen Tables’ mission 

 

 
As reported in our Bulletin of August 16th, during the first seven months of 
2013, five innocent people (at least) – three women and two men – were 

murdered with the firearms of off-duty security guards. 
Also reported in our June 10th Bulletin, a woman was murdered with her partner’s 

military firearm and a woman and three men were shot in a bank with a licensed gun 
when the killer (an ex-combat soldier and security guard) was refused credit. 

 
 
 

 

 
 

On GFKT’s Facebook page, July 24. 2013:  
Press report on murder of father and daughter by off-duty security guard 
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1. Making it Happen: Partial Disarmament 

Three years after its foundation, Gun Free Kitchen Tables has achieved a major 

breakthrough. In the summer of 2013 we actually attained partial, but real 

disarmament of the domestic sphere in Israel and a partial reining in of the private 

security guard industry. As of August 27
th

 2013, thousands of guards are prohibited 

from taking home arms. GFKT’s calls, since 2010, to enforce Clause 10c of the 

Firearms Act, restricting guards’ gun licenses to their places of work, is now being 

implemented for the first time since its enactment in 2008 (though still only in part). 

Required by new directives issued by the Ministry of Public Security, the measure 

is moreover presented as just one component of an overall tightening of gun control 

and progressive disarmament. Security guard companies are now held accountable for 

handling and storing off-duty arms, as demanded by GFKT from the outset. Already, 

this over-armed industry is apparently shrinking.  

On various accounts this development is directly attributable to the work of 

Gun Free Kitchen Tables. In a legal petition against some of the new directives, the 

umbrella association of security guard firms specifically ascribed the decision on 

these directives to the “massive media exposure” (generated by GFKT), as well as the 

most recent murders. The companies’ exposure as a profit-driven industry with vested 

interests in over-armament and under-accountability reflects on other security 

organizations, strengthening critical debate on security spending and security forces. 

This cumulative success was enabled, among other things, by Gun Free 

Kitchen Tables’ continued monitoring, documentation and publication of gun 

violence incidents, including the still persisting phenomenon of murders of innocents 

– disproportionately women – with the guns of off-duty security guards. 

Outrageously and tragically, 2013 was a record year. At least five people – 

including three women – were murdered this year with security guards’ off-duty 

guns, bringing the death toll of innocent victims killed with the off-duty weapons 

of security guards since 2002 to a total of (at least) thirty-three—eighteen of 

them women.  

The very act of identifying1 and publicizing this phenomenon has set GFKT – 

a small, modestly staffed project – in opposition to a formidable, highly profitable 

industry, still comprising about 400 registered security guard firms. To date, this 

privatized tool of Israel’s “security state,” predominantly male and masculinized, 

remains largely non-transparent and unaccountable, despite its curtailment near the 

end of 2013. It continues, for now, to play a key role in barring free access, restricting 

freedom of movement and denying freedom of protest, both within the “Green Line,” 

in the West Bank and in the northern (“Golan”) heights. 

 

 

 
Artwork & Photograph: Shani Mazali 

                                                 
1
 First identified and documented by GFKT Co-Founder and Co-Coordinator, Rela Mazali, in her study: “The Gun 

on the Kitchen Table: The Sexist Subtext of Private Policing in Israel,” in: Vanessa Farr, Henri Myrttinen & 

Albrecht Schnabel eds., Sexed Pistols: The Gendered Impacts of Small Arms and Light Weapons, U.N. University 

Press, Tokyo, 2009. 
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It should be stressed that the new directives, while a significant step in the 

right direction, are too easily mistaken for a comprehensive solution when in fact they 

attain partial, limited goals. Drawing on the authority it has built up among top 

executives and legislators, GFKT stressed this in letters to the Minister of Public 

Security and the Chair of the Knesset Internal Affairs and Environment Committee. 

 Engaging authorities beyond the issue of enforcing Clause 10(c), in 2013 

GFKT also filed a complaint with the Ministry of Public Security, notifying the 

department in charge of gun licensing of an apparent breach of arms storage security. 

A professional marksmanship instructor boasted on GFKT’s Facebook page that 

“people, not guns, kill,” after he left his gun “on the kitchen table” in reach of his 

children and wife without consequences. With surprising speed, GFKT was informed 

by a top official that the instructor had been summoned and harshly reprimanded. 

 

2. Posing the Questions, Finding the Facts  
A persistent and severe lack of data seriously impairs the capacity of civil society 

activists and researchers to monitor gender-based (or any) gun violence in Israel, to 

follow the small arms policies and practices of Israel’s security forces. No less, this 

lack necessarily impairs the capacity of government bodies to exercise the oversight 

necessary for effective gun control. 

GFKT’s research-based action has conclusively verified the failure of Israel’s 

police to collect and provide categorized data on gun violence, including gender-

disaggregated data on gun violence victims, data on the ownership of guns involved 

crimes, or even a list of all gun crime incidents, etc. These are conclusively not 

priorities of police data collection. Data collection along these lines should 

substantially increase the transparency of security forces, including the security guard 

industry, and help reduce the impunity of armed organizations and groups. 

 

 
 

 

 אנחנו לא יודעות מי היא, אבל יודעות ונחושות להציל את חייה

3162במאי61'סיוןתשע"גז



לכבוד

ח"כמירירגב

במייליו"רועדתהפניםוהגנתהסביבה

הכנסת,ירושלים



שלוםרב,

חוק רישוי עסקים כמכשיר לאכיפת איסוף נשק אבטחה בסוף משמרתהנדון:

 נבקשלברךעלקביעתישיבתמעקבענייניתומהירהשלועדתהפניםבנושאדחוףזה.ראשית .6

מגיע,מקבלבאפריל(המאבטח"32-אנחנומברכותעלההצעההחשובהשתידוןבישיבהזו,שעלפיה)כדברייושבתהראשבישיבתה
אנימבקשתבענייןהזהתוךשבועייםדיוןאצלימהקורהעםנשק,מבצעאתתפקידו,מחזיראתהנשקלמקוםעבודתו,וזהבתוךרישויעסק.ו

 ."רישויעסקוהפקדתנשק.זההפתרוןהטובביותר,היעילביותר.לאצריךכסףולאצריךתקניםולאצריךעודאנשים

 
 

Opening of GFKT Letter to MK Miri Regev, Chair, Knesset Internal Affairs and Environment Committee, 

Warning of severe lack of data, May 16, 2013 
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In response to the distinct and debilitating lack of data on this crucial, life-

threatening (or life-saving) subject, in 2013 Gun Free Kitchen Tables began 

methodical and extensive research, towards compiling a first-ever report on Small 

Arms in Israel. While unsuccessful in raising the means to produce the entire report 

in 2013, we nevertheless initiated research and are now drafting first chapters, in 

hopes of finding the means to complete and produce the report in 2014. This 

independently researched document should provide an unprecedented baseline for 

discussions and monitoring of small arms proliferation in Israel and the territories 

under its occupation. It should also help highlight major questions, generating further 

fact-finding and activism in the area of gun control and (selective) disarmament of 

Israeli forces, whether privatized or state operated.  

Applying Israel’s Freedom of Information Act, research for the report has already 

generated carefully constructed Requests for Information. The first of these was 

submitted to the Ministry of Public Security near the end of 2013 and received a 

speedy initial response from top officials at the ministry, who suggested a meeting 

with GFKT activists. The second and third, prepared at the end of 2013 will be 

submitted to the Ministry of Defence and the police in the first months of 2014.  No 

less than seeking detailed information, these methodically researched requests present 

the demand of feminist civil society for real transparency on security and arms issues. 

In and of themselves, they challenge the blanket “security” secrecy traditionally 

precluding civilian oversight of security forces and small arms. The list of questions 

they pose is already proving an invaluable and unprecedented resource in our dialogue 

with authorities.    

Near the end of 2013, GFKT also initiated an independent survey designed to 

verify whether, and to what extent, the new directives barring (many, not all) security 

guards from taking home their guns are being carried out “on the ground” by security 

guard firms. In November 2013 GFKT began interviews with a significant sample of 

guards, aiming to gauge, independently, whether the directives are indeed reducing a 

meaningful proportion of the tens of thousands of guns that the private security guard 

industry sends daily into homes. The first questionnaires are already being processed 

and analyzed. Final findings will be publicized in March 2014, in the context of 

International Women’s Day. 

 

3. Civil Society Taking Notice 

Almost non-existent before its introduction by the GFKT project and the multi-

organizational campaign it leads (under the same name),
2
 gun control discourse is 

now unfolding for the first time in Israel’s civil society. As noted in our April 4
th

 

Bulletin: “Underway before our eyes is a shift in discourse … We are seeing the 

emergence and spread of: Public critique of insufficiently controlled small arms 

proliferation …; A clear public demand for oversight of the security guard industry; 

Public recognition of the dangerous over-armament driven by the security guard 

industry.” Surprisingly receptive to GFKT’s feminist analysis and messaging, the new 

discourse displays an awareness of gender-specific aspects of small arms proliferation 

and particularly the disproportionate risk to women of firearms in the home. This 

                                                 
2 The partner groups & organizations of the Gun Free Kitchen Tables Campaign are: 1) Ass. for Civil Rights in 

Israel; 2) Coalition of Women for Peace; 3) Hollaback Israel; 4) Itach-Maaki – Women Lawyers for Social Justice; 

5) Isha L’Isha Feminist Center; 6) Israel Women’s Network; 7) L.O. – Combatting Violence Against Women; 8) 

New Profile; 9) Noga – The Israeli Center for Rights of Crime Victims; 10) Physicians for Human Rights – Israel; 

11) Psychoactive; 12) Tmura – The Antidiscrimination Legal Center; 13) Women and Their Bodies.  Also, in a 

consultancy capacity: Agenda – Israeli Center for Strategic Communications 
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Hebrew & Arabic announcements of GFKT’s Facebook Potpourri; 

Page subscribers were invited to post photos of their own Gun Free Kitchen Tables  

 

successfully reverses the usual silencing of women on security and arms-related 

topics, actually stressing the importance of feminist perspectives to security debates.  

In October 2013, Ami Federman, the President of the Hotel Association 

published an open letter to Prime Minister Netanyahu stating:  

“Last November, the government decided to … lower vacation costs in Israel 

[including] … drastic cuts in the costs of hotel security measures, which 

comply with police requirements formulated about a decade ago … [during] 

the Intifada. The cost of hotel security guards accounts for about 2% of the 

annual turnover of 180 million Shekels. … Despite persistent attempts … 

we’ve failed to achieve significant change in police requirements. While many 

citizens (mainly women) have been killed with security guards’ guns
3
 and the 

Minister has decided to reduce gun numbers … the requirement for an armed 

guard at the entrance of each hotel [still stands].
4
  

Federman accompanied the letter with media interviews and testified before the 

Knesset Internal Affairs and Environment Committee. In an interview by Globes he 

stated: 

“The security standards are irrelevant today. On the contrary – the guns of 

security guards are just trouble: to date there have been six accidental 

shootings in hotels and in one case a mentally ill person hijacked a guard’s 

gun and killed a hotel worker. … Cancelling guards at hotel entrances will 

fundamentally change the character of the manpower [involved] as we’ll no 

longer be forced to employ guards from security guard firms, who are 

relatively unskilled but organized to bear arms. We’ll institute better security 

measures with increased alertness and no arms.”
5
 

Civil society in Israel, then, has finally begun taking notice of the series of 

preventable murders enabled by the partial privatization of policing and soldiering. 

The public has begun to understand these crimes as an outcome of policies forfeiting 

                                                 
3
  A clear reference to the data collected and publicized by GFKT. 

4  English translation by Rela Mazali. 
5  English translation by Rela Mazali. 

 

http://www.tnet.org.il/sitefiles/1/2444/78568.asp
http://www.globes.co.il/news/article.aspx?did=1000883317
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human and women’s security for supposed “national security” while providing 

specific groups with lucrative benefits. Such insights feed into increased public 

scrutiny of an array of “national security” providers, from the military itself through 

the private security industry. Evolving gun control discourse has already begun to 

progress towards more comprehensive change in views on security, security forces, 

budgets and armament in Israel’s Jewish society.  

In another telling case, Knesset Member Israel Hasson, former Deputy Head 

of the General Security Service (“Shabak”), told a meeting of the influential Knesset 

Internal Affairs and Environment Committee:  

“Why post all these arms at these places? You know why? Because it doesn’t 

cost you shit [sic]. It costs me [i.e. the taxpayer]. It is cheap money … stop 

selling bluffs and slash the number of arms from 40 thousand to five 

thousand…”
6
  

Media commentators, unaffiliated with GFKT, widely echoed Campaign 

messaging throughout 2013, many of them urging the disarmament of security guards 

at schools. Previously prevalent claims that the number of victims “wasn’t that high” 

completely disappeared. Israel Today, a known mouthpiece of PM Netanyahu, ran the 

headlines “Painful Numbers” and “Don’t Give then Guns,” on March 28, 2013. 

Social media showed similar trends described by Atty. Galit Lubetzky, who 

coordinates GFKT’s Twitter account and Facebook page, “Mentions of our messaging 

in social media are numerous … circulating far outside of ‘natural target audiences’ in 

activist organizations.” A GFKT Facebook campaign (titled Potpourri, a propos of 

kitchen tables) brought Facebook page membership (“likes”) to over 850 in days. It is 

now nearing 1,100. During the Facebook campaign, the page reached almost 22,000 

viewers and the number active responses reached 650. The GFKT Twitter account 

reached 210 followers in 2013. Besides frequent re-tweets, rising numbers of tweets 

from others on small arms issues referred followers to our account (@gunfreehome). 

Many of these were testimonies from ex-security guards. The online and media 

presence of GFKT also generated secondary sources of small arms discourse, such as 

a highly visible op-ed by an ex-security guard and several papers on GFKT and 

related topics by graduate and undergraduate students. 
 

  
 

Facebook announcement of protest against police & security guard violence against activists; Activists 

testify before Knesset Committee on the Status of Women and Gender Equality, Dec. 23, 2013 

 

In 2013, GFKT strengthened its collaboration with feminist groups based in 

southern Tel Aviv and emphasizing social justice and feminist activism action against 

                                                 
6
 English translation by Rela Mazali. 
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racism and discrimination. Within the framework of Sixteen Days of Activism 

Against Gender Violence from International Day Against Violence Against Women 

(November 25
th

) to International Human Rights Day (December 10
th

), an umbrella of 

feminist social justice groups and organizations chose to focus on police violence 

against women activists, a highly evident phenomenon during 2013. Speaking on 

behalf of GFKT at the joint protest, Rela Mazali cited the growing role of the private 

security sector in silencing protestors and sexually harassing women activists under 

the guise of “keeping the peace.” Representatives of the umbrella group later testified 

before the Knesset Committee on the Status of Women and Gender Equality on the 

issue of police and private police violence, including sexualized violence, against 

women activists. In another significant vote of civil society confidence, the Gun Free 

Kitchen Tables Campaign was joined in 2013 by two more feminist NGOs, the Israel 

Women’s Network and Women & Their Bodies. We have also entered into 

collaboration with the Hebrew University Legal Clinic towards promoting Israel’s 

adoption of the Arms Trade Treaty. 

In short, over 2013, GFKT’s invocation of existing law, meanwhile holding 

the private security guard industry and the state responsible for murders, has emerged 

as a distinctly effective strategy, making visible inroads into entrenched militarization, 

including Israel’s military (and increasingly privatized) occupation. This past year, 

GFKT has made clear progress towards its broader mission: Heightened civil society 

awareness of, and activism against, the dangers and destruction of multiplying agents 

of organized violence and proliferating guns; A change in public concepts of security; 

A meaningfully reduced and tightly controlled security guard industry in 

Israel/Palestine; Stricter public and government control of small arms in general. 
 

 
GFKT data & messaging on the cover of Yediot Acharonot’s daily news section, 24 Hours, 

July 24, 2013 

 

4. Gendering Small Arms Legislation 

Gun Free Kitchen Tables is monitoring two new laws-in-the-making, which stand to 

determine the reality of small arms proliferation and gun control in Israel and in the 

occupied territories for years to come. The Firearms Act was enacted in 1949 and then 

patched up and added to repeatedly. Over two years ago, in 2011, at a meeting with 

top officials at the Ministry of Public Security, GFKT was informed that a new 

Firearms Act is being formulated from scratch. Also being drafted is the new Security 

https://www.facebook.com/sisters4fight
http://www.iwn.org.il/?CategoryID=155
http://www.iwn.org.il/?CategoryID=155
http://www.wtb.org.il/
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Services Law. This coming year, then, and perhaps the next are unquestionably 

critical and formative as regards Israel’s small arms policy.  

The recognition already gained by GFKT as both an expert and a player in the 

field of small arms policy have laid the groundwork for effective intervention towards 

improving and gender-mainstreaming both these laws, towards formulating a much 

improved small arms policy. At the end of 2013, Prof. Shapira of Bar-Ilan University, 

an expert in charge of drafting the new Firearms Act, initiated and conducted a 

meeting with GFKT. We presented him with a list of suggested topics and measures, 

including detailed suggestions for vital gender-sensitive clauses. The meeting ended 

with an invitation to GFKT to maintain contact and to continue submitting 

suggestions. While expecting a slow, laborious process, GFKT nevertheless awaits 

publication of the proposed Act, which we will study carefully towards submitting 

focused, quick responses.  

This past year, it seems, GFKT effectively stemmed the backlash reported in 

2012 against the emerging shift in small arms policy. In the spring of 2013, GFKT 

strongly contested the proposed clause of the new “Security Services Bill” (tabled 

March 20, 2012), effectively authorizing security guards to take home arms. In letters 

to the Minister of Public Security, to members of the incoming Knesset and the Chair 

of the Knesset Internal Affairs and Environment Committee, as well as expert 

testimonies at Knesset committee meetings, GFKT clarified the unacceptable 

implications of such a clause and outlined other fallacies in the proposed bill. The 

outrageous series of lethal shootings with guards’ off-duty guns in the spring was 

cited by GFKT as indication of the probable outcome of such a clause. As a result, the 

first draft of the bill was returned to the drafting table, with express and repeated 

instructions from MK Miri Regev, Chair of the Interior Affairs and Environment 

Committee, to erase this clause. MK Regev also emerged as a strong advocate for 

swift implementation of Clause 10(c) and disarmament of security guards’ homes. 

And indeed, in a groundbreaking development, despite delays and delay tactics by 

security guard firms, the new directives came into force at the end of August.  

 

5. Policy-Makers and Practitioners on Trial 
 

 
 

Documents of the lawsuit filed on behalf of gun violence survivor, Alamnesh Zalaka;  

Photograph: Galit Lubetzky 

 

The multi-channel activities of Gun Free Kitchen Tables were significantly bolstered 

in 2013 by the unprecedented civil suit filed on behalf of gun violence survivor 

Alamnesh Zalaka. Filed January 2, 2013, the lawsuit, claimed damages from both the 
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state and a security firm for her severe injuries and disability.
7
 Almost two years of 

preparation pooled the expertise of attorneys from the GFKT project and from Noga – 

The Israeli Center for Rights of Crime Victims (a partner in the multi-organizational 

GFKT Campaign). The added expertise of a media professional who volunteered with 

the project during 2013, achieved extensive yet (mostly) considerate media exposure 

for this sensitive case. In the court room, however, this beginning was not easy. The 

judge presiding at the pre-trial hearing (May 23, 2013) demanded that the lawsuit be 

supported by additional expert medical opinions, while requiring its transferal to a 

different court. This has involved a cumbersome process which is currently being 

carried out. 

The ongoing lawsuit and additional planned civil suits are directed at 

rendering the industry and the government liable for the loss and destruction of lives 

that are directly attributable to policies and a long-term failure to enforce and observe 

the law. In 2013 GFKT’s attorneys initiated and began collaborative work with an 

additional Campaign partner, Tmura – The Antidiscrimination Legal Center, a leader 

in litigation on behalf of victims of discrimination, towards expanding the strategy of 

bringing both the government and private companies to trial for potentially lethal 

policies. Tmura will be assisting with the complex process of outreach to survivors 

and subsequently contributing its expertise to additional, pioneering lawsuits in this 

field. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Alamnesh Zalaka, Interviewed in Maariv, 2 March 2013; Photograph: Yossi Aloni, Maariv 

                                                 
7 Alamnesh survived a murder attempt by her then partner, a security guard, who fired eight short-range shots at 

her with his off-duty gun, in their home. Despite her determined and courageous struggle for rehabilitation, she has 

been left with severe disabilities. 
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GFKT Facebook Potpourri – April 2013 

 

 

 

 
 

Support for actual gun free kitchen tables came from both right-wing and left-wing participants in GFKT’s 
Facebook Potpourri; Included among the above, postings from both  

MK Tamar Zandberg (Meretz) & MK Ayelet Shaked (Habait Hayehudi) 
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Organizational framework & activists: 
 

Co-Led by its founders, Gun Free Kitchen Tables integrates the supportive, experienced 

supervision of Hedva Eyal, of Isha L’Isha Feminist Center, our home organization. The 

project’s multi-group campaign engages numerous activists, some continually and others 

temporarily. These are joined by several dedicated individual activists, affording GFKT a 

substantial constituency. Work is conducted openly, decentralizing decision making and 

valuing input from all involved, seeking democratic process and organizational sustainability.  

 

Staff:  

Co-Founder and Co-Coordinator: Atty. Smadar Ben Natan – Leading human 

rights lawyer, experienced feminist activist; Leads legal research & litigation; Co-

Coordinates advocacy and strategic planning. 

Co-Founder and Co-Coordinator: Rela Mazali – Writer, thinker, researcher and 

feminist organizer, author of "The Gun on the Kitchen Table;" Leads general 

research, reporting and grant-writing, as well as contacts and (non-legal) co-work 

with partner organizations; Co-Coordinates advocacy and strategic planning. 

Legal Activism and Social Media: Atty. Galit Lubetzky – Responsible for legal 

research, litigation, advocacy letters to authorities; Twitter account; Facebook page; 

Website (under construction); Project photography.  

Organizational & Financial Oversight: Hedva Eyal – Of our home organization, 

Isha L’Isha Feminist Center, responsible for supervising GFKT finances and 

strategies, in keeping with decisions and structure of Isha L’Isha.  

Media Liaison 2013: Over much of 2013, Yael Marom, GFKT’s wonderful media 

liaison at the end of 2012 continued to volunteer with the Campaign. 

 

Freelance experts employed by GFKT: 

Report Research and Co--Writing: Niv Hachlili – A highly experienced investigative 

journalist and documentary film maker; Niv leads research for the GFKT report Small 

Arms in Israel, to be co-authored with Rela Mazali and Smadar Ben Natan.  

Development Consultant: Jessica Nevo – An experienced resource developer who 

has worked with a variety of leading civil society and feminist organizations in Israel; 

Jessica focuses on identifying and applying to potential sources of additional support 

for GFKT. 

Survey Statistician: Iris Zamir – One of the leaders of the Women’s Security Index 

project, experienced in applying feminist methodology to surveys and statistical 

analysis; Having already assisting planning of the focused GFKT survey, Iris is 

conducting data processing and analysis. 

Survey Interviewers:  Shai Dashevsky and Amit Lavi are responsible for 

interviewing security guards for the GFKT survey. 

 

Regularly contributing activists: 

Knesset Representation and Lobbying: Debby Gild-Hayo – Of the Ass. of Civil 

Rights in Israel, an expert in lobbying for civil rights issues, leads the work of the 

GFKT Campaign in the Knesset and in parliamentary committees. 

Media Outreach: Nirit Moskowitz – Of the Ass. of Civil Rights in Israel assists with 

media outreach publicizing activities of the GFKT Campaign in the Knesset.  

Graphic Design: Ruti Kantor – Of the New Profile movement continues to 

contribute graphic insights and design work towards boosting campaign visibility. 
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Facebook page: Moran Carmel – Volunteered near the end of 2013 to coordinate 

and administer GFKT’s active Facebook page. 

 

Litigation:  

Noga - The Israeli Center for Rights of Crime Victims – continues co-work on the 

ongoing lawsuit on behalf of Alamnesh Zalaka.  

Tmura – The Antidiscrimiation Legal Center – has begun co-work with GFKT 

lawyers towards initiating and filing additional lawsuits.  

 

 

 

 

 

Donors: 

It is, of course, a familiar annual ritual to thank those providing us with the financial 

means to do our work. Ritual or not, though, these thanks are real and very sincere. 

Gun Free Kitchen Tables would quite simply not exist without its donors. This year in 

particular, having witnessed truly enormous change, we recognize the extent to which   

each of the people working to enable our activities is vital to making this happen. We 

have also been privileged to receive the continued support and work of an array of 

exceptional individual activists. Thank you all and each.  

 

In 2013, our work was supported by: 

Financial Support               In-Kind Support  
       from Funds & Partners                                from Campaign Partners_____                       

 

1) Cordaid –          Netherlands 7)   ACRI 

2) Global Fund for Women –       U.S.A. 9)   Itach-Maaki        

3) Kvinna till Kvinna Foundation – Sweden  10) Noga 

4) Samuel Rubin Foundation –       U.S.A. 11) Tmura  

5) Urgent Action Fund –       U.S.A. 

Campaign Partners      

6) New Profile 
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